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A new ‘‘compressed straight’’ basis for the polynomial ring Z[ti, j] is constructed.
This basis is then employed to study the lattice of representations generated by the
representations associated with row-convex shapes under the operations of intersec-
tion and linear span. Applications to ascertaining the CohenMacaulay property
for rings associated to elements of this lattice are also given.  2000 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
This paper is devoted to developing the algebra and combinatorics
associated to tableaux, like
3 6 8
,
8
2
4
whose shapes are more general than the Ferrer’s diagram of a (skew)
partition. While the skew shapes have a long history, closely related to the
semistandard Young tableaux (see, e.g., [Sa91]) these generalized shapes
were introduced by Akin, Buchsbaum, and Weyman in [ABW82].
Recently, they have received considerable attention from the point of view
of combinatorics and representation theory by Reiner and Shimozono
[RS95, RS96, RS96c, S96] and from a more geometric viewpoint by
Magyar and Lakshmibai [M94, LM96].
Elements of the class of row-convex shapes, which this paper focuses on,
first appeared in the work of Akin and Buchsbaum [AB85] on building
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characteristic free resolutions of the Schur and Weyl modules over the
Schur algebra. In particular, these non-skew shapes appeared as the kernels
of certain short-exact sequences necessary for their constructions. Represen-
tations of the general linear group associated to this subclass of row-convex
shapes have continued to appear in work related to these resolutions (see,
for instance, [BR93, BR94, BuSa94]), and the use of more general row-
convex tableaux in this context has been developed by Klucznik [K96,
K98]. The first breakthrough in understanding these shapes was
Woodcock’s (non-canonical) construction in [W94] of bases for the
subclass studied by Akin and Buchsbaum. A canonical basis for the full
class of row-convex tableaux and a straightening algorithm for reducing,
via explicit relations, elements of the associated representations to a linear
combination of basis elements were first presented in [T97a, T97b] and
published in [T--]. Surprisingly, the ‘‘straight’’ tableaux defined in [T--]
are distinct from the tableaux developed by Magyar and by Reiner and
Shimozono; the relationship between them is described in [T00].
It was observed in [T97a] that, as the representations associated with
various shapes were constructed inside the same polynomial algebra, it
made sense to take intersections and linear spans of these representations.
Further, some of these linear spans of representations appeared as the
kernels of short exact sequences generalizing those developed in [AB85,
K96, K98]. This paper significantly extends these preliminary observations.
We start in Section 3 by recalling the relevant constructions and develop
our primary new tool, the ‘‘compressed straight’’ basis for the polynomial
ring Z[ti, j] over the integers in Section 4. Combinatorially, one selects
particular straight tableaux and these ‘‘compressed straight’’ tableaux index
the new basis. The compressed straight basis enjoys the remarkable
property that every representation associated to a row-convex shape has as
a basis some subset of the compressed straight basis for Z[ti, j]. We
describe this basis explicitly in Section 5. As a consequence, we determine,
in Section 6, that the lattice generated by the row-convex representations
under intersection and linear span is distributive. We describe its poset of
join-irreducibles. We provide some ring-theoretic applications of these
results in Section 7. In particular, we study the CohenMacaulay property
for rings generated by elements of a representation in the above lattice.
We conclude with some generalizations to flagged tableaux and U(m)
representations.
2. PRELIMINARIES
Throughout this paper, a generalized Ferrer’s diagram or shape is a finite
subset of the cells in an infinite matrix. The top row has first coordinate 1
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and the leftmost column has second coordinate 1. Following the conven-
tion for Ferrer’s diagrams, we write a shape D by putting an empty box in
each matrix cell present in D.
A row-convex shape D satisfies the property that if cells (r, i) and (r, k)
are in D, then, for all i< j<k, (r, j) is in D. A row-convex diagram is
sorted when, for i< j, row i ends at least as far right as row j. Thus, sorted,
row-convex shapes satisfy Reiner and Shimozono’s ‘‘northeast’’ property
[RS98]. We shall see from the constructions below that reordering the
rows of a shape does not alter the representations indexed by that shape.
A tableau T is, as usual, a diagram D whose cells have been filled with
letters chosen from some ordered set L, or alphabet. We say that D is the
shape of T and write shape(T)=D.
We record the contents of the columns of a tableau T in a column biword
cT . This pair of words (
w^
w )=(
w^1 , w^2 , ...
w 1 , w 2 , ...) is defined by reading T column by
column from bottom to top and left to right, making w i the contents of the
ith cell read in this order and making w^i the column index of the i th cell.
A biword w is sorted; when its upper row weakly increases and w^i=w^i+1
implies that w i>w i+1 . We define sort(w) to be the unique sorted biword
whose columns are a permutation of the columns of w and we define the
modified column biword wT of a tableau T to be sort(cT). We order biwords
lexicographically, v<w when v^<w^ in lexicographic order, or when v^=w^
and v <w in lexicographic order.
Example 2.1. Let D=[(1, 1), (1, 2), (1, 3), (2, 3), (3, 2), (4, 1)], or equi-
valently let D=
ggg
g
g
g
. Define a tableau, T of shape D by
T=
3 6 8
.
8
2
4
We have cT=(
1 1 2 2 3 3
4 3 2 6 8 8) and wT=(
1 1 2 2 3 3
4 3 6 2 8 8).
3. CONSTRUCTIONS
Let k be a commutative ring. Our primary objects of study consist of cer-
tain GLm(k)-representations considered as subrepresentations of the poly-
nomial algebra k[ti, j | 1im, 1 j]. A matrix g=(gi, j) # GLm(k) acts
on k[ti, j] as the algebra homomorphism defined by g } tr, s=i gi, r ti, s .
We construct the desired representations as k-linear spans of products of
determinants.
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Definition 3.1. Let D be a single-rowed shape with cells in columns
c1<c2< } } } <ck and let T be the tableau of shape D with entry
zi # [1, ..., m] in column ci . Define
[T]= }
tz1, c1 tz1, c2 } } } tz1, ck
} .tz2, c1 tz2, c2 } } } tz2, ckb ... btzk, c1 tzk, c2 } } } tzk, ck
Decomposing an l-rowed tableau T into l one-rowed tableaux T=
(T1 , T2 , ..., Tl), we define [T]=>r [Tr].
Example 3.1. With T as in Example 2.1, we have
t3, 1 t3, 2 t3, 3
[T]= } t6, 1 t6, 2 t6, 3 } } t8, 3 } t2, 2 } t4, 1 .t8, 1 t8, 2 t8, 3
Definition 3.2. Let L be an alphabet consisting of a subset of of the
positive integers under the usual order. When D is a collection of shapes,
define the Schur module, SD(L, k)k[ti, j], associated to the collection D
to be the k-linear span, spank([T] | T of shape D # D), over all tableaux
filled with letters from L and having shape D # D.
We will abbreviate SD(L, Z) by SD(L) and when L and k are under-
stood we may simply write SD . With D=[D], S[D] is the generalized
Schur module defined in [ABW82].
It is easy to verify, either directly or from the fact that the
S[D]([1, 2, ..., m]k) are GLm(k) representations, that the k-modules SD
are subrepresentations of k[ti, j] under the action described at the beginning
of the section.
It will be useful to introduce a diagonal term order as in [Stu93]; this
is any total order O on monomials in k[ti, j] satisfying two properties.
First, for monomials m, m$, n, n$, the relations mPm$ and nPn$
imply mnPm$n$. Second, if T is a one-rowed tableau with letters
z1<z2< } } } <zk in columns c1<c2< } } } <ck , respectively, then the
smallest, or initial, monomial in [T] is >kl=1 tzl, cl . The initial monomial in
a polynomial p together with its coefficient is the initial term of p and is
written LTO( p).
The initial term is chosen to be the least rather than the greatest
monomial for compatibility in the following proposition; a proof for the
superalgebra generalization appears in [T99].
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Proposition 3.3. Let T be a tableau whose entries strictly increase
within rows. The modified column biword wT corresponds to the initial
monomial of [T] under the bijection, 9, sending a sorted biword ( c1 } } } ckz1 } } } zk) to
>l tzl, cl .
If an order O is defined on monomials by 9(v)O9(w) when v<w, then
O is a diagonal term order.
For the remainder of this paper, we adopt the preceding formulation
of O.
We establish some useful definitions.
Definition 3.4. A pair of rows i, j in a row-convex tableau T is
flippable when there exists a column c such that
1. at least one of the cells (i, c&1) and (i, c) is non-empty,
2. at least one of the cells ( j, c&1) and ( j, c) is non-empty,
3. T i, c&1<Tj, c and Tj, c&1<Ti, c , where an inequality is taken to be
vacuously true if one of the cells it involves is empty.
More specifically, rows i, j are said to be flippable left of column c.
We will in general adopt the convention that for a tableau T of shape D,
Tr, c<Tr$, c$ holds vacuously whenever (r, c)  D or (r$, c$)  D.
The following definitions cover the notion of a straight tableau from
[T--].
Definition 3.5. A pair of non-empty cells (i, c) and ( j, c) with i< j in
the same column of a row-convex tableau T forms an inversion when
Ti, c>T j, c .
A tableau T is row-standard when each of its rows strictly increases from
left to right.
An inversion (i, c), ( j, c) in T is flippable when rows i, j of T are flippable
left of column c.
A sorted, row-convex tableau T is straight when it is row-standard and
contains no flippable inversions.
We collect two results from [T--] concerning straight tableaux.
Proposition 3.6. Let D be a row-convex shape and let D$ be a sorted
shape whose rows are a reordering of the rows of D. The set of all straight
tableaux of shape D$ on letters in an alphabet L indexes a basis for
S[D](L). The basis element indexed by T is given by [T].
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Proposition 3.7. Let D be a sorted, row-convex shape. A monomial M
is the initial term of some p # S[D]([1, ..., m]) iff M is a constant times the
initial term of [T] for some straight tableau T of shape D.
Remark. The straight tableau generalizes the semi-standard tableau; if
T is a straight tableau whose shape is a partition or a skew-shape, then the
columns of T weakly increase from top to bottom.
4. THE COMPRESSED STRAIGHT BASIS FOR Z[ti, j]
For the next three sections, we take our ground ring k to be the integers
Z. As noted in the remark at the end of this section, this is the universal
case.
In this section we produce, for the free Z-module Z[ti, j], a basis indexed
by row-convex tableaux such that each monomial in Z[ti, j] appears as the
initial term of some (equivalently only one) basis element. Further, we will
be able to choose a basis for any row-convex Schur module SD as a subset
of the new basis for Z[t i, j]. We shall index the desired basis by certain
straight tableaux.
We first observe that taking all straight tableaux fails to acheive our
goal.
Example 4.1. Returning to the tableau
T=
3 6 8
,
8
2
4
we observe that it is straight, yet has the same initial monomial as the
straight tableau
3 6 8
T$= 2 8 .
4
Now if
D=
ggg
g
g
g
and D$=ggggg
g
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we have S[D$] /S[D] with the inclusion accomplished by
a b c
_ d e&=_
a
f
b
d
c
e&&_
a
f
b
e
c
d& .f
Since, in the preceding example, we want to be able to find a basis of
S[D$] inside the new basis for Z[ti, j], we will define a combinatorial
criterion that prefers tableau T $ to tableau T.
Definition 4.1. A two-rowed, sorted, row-convex shape is strictly skew
when both rows are non-empty and the top row starts strictly right of the
bottom row.
A sorted, row-convex, and row-standard tableau T is compressed when
no pair of rows in T is both strictly skew and flippable, and when no empty
row is further north than a non-empty row.
A row-convex shape D is proper when it is the shape of some compressed
tableau on some set of letters.
Proposition 4.2. A shape D is proper iff it is row-convex and sorted, no
empty row of D precedes a non-empty row of D, and no pair of rows ending
in the same column forms a strictly skew subshape.
Theorem 4.3. The polynomial ring Z[ti, j : 1im, 1 jn] has a
basis (as a free Z-module) consisting of all [T] as T ranges over the com-
pressed straight tableaux with entries from 1, ..., m and occupying at most
columns 1, ..., n.
The remainder of this section is devoted to the proof of this basis
theorem. We start with the usual notion of ‘‘standardization.’’
Definition 4.4. Let L=[x1 , x2 , x3 , ...] be an alphabet with the usual
order. Define a new alphabet L$=[z[i] : z # L, i # N], ordering it by
y[i]<z[ j] when y<z and z[i]<z[ j] when i< j. If T is a tableau on L,
define a tableau dist(T ) having the same shape as T on the alphabet L$ by
reading through the columns of T from top to bottom and right to left and
replacing the i th copy seen of z with z[i].
Lemma 4.5. A row-convex tableau T is compressed straight iff dist(T ) is
compressed straight.
Proof. Let D be the shape of T. It is immediate, and well known, that
T is row-standard iff dist(T ) is row-standard.
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If T is row-standard yet fails to be straight then T has a flippable inver-
sion (i, c), ( j, c) for some i< j. Thus T i, c>Tj, c>Ti, c&1 . Since strict
inequalities and shape are unchanged under standardization, dist(T ) also
fails to be straight. Supposing that T is straight, it suffices to check that if
Ti, c=T j, c (respectively Tj, c=Ti, c&1) then dist(T ) i, c >3 dist(T )j, c (respec-
tively dist(T) j, c >3 dist(T) i, c&1). This is guaranteed by the definition of dist.
If T fails to be compressed, then T has a pair of rows i< j which form
a skew subshape of D and a column c such that at least one of cells
(i, c&1) and (i, c) (respectively ( j, c&1) and ( j, c)) exists and such that
Tj, c&1<Ti, c and Ti, c&1<Tj, c . Again, the properties of standardization
guarantee that these inequalities hold iff the corresponding inequalities
hold in dist(T ). K
Recall that a shuffle of the pair of sequences (x1 , ..., x j ; xj+1 , ..., x j+k) is
a sequence x_(1) , ..., x_( j+k) given by a permutation _ # S j+k which is order-
preserving on 1, ..., j and on j+1, ..., j+k. We denote the set of all such
shuffles by Sx1, ..., xj ; xj+1, ..., xj+k or by S j ; k when the sequence x1 , ..., xj+k is
understood.
Lemma 4.6. Fix a positive integer k. Let S be a compressed straight
tableau and T be the tableau consisting of the leftmost k columns of S. There
exists a compressed straight tableau T $ formed by permuting entire rows
of T.
Proof. It suffices to prove the proposition when the rightmost column
of S is column k+1. Further, we can restrict ourselves to considering
tableaux all of whose rows end in columns k or k+1; if we can exchange
rows in the subtableau formed by these rows to give a compressed straight
tableau, then the same exchange in the full tableau T will yield a com-
pressed straight tableau.
Suppose the first j rows of S end in column k+1 and that rows
j+1, ..., j $ end in column k. Let Tl be the l th row of S with column k+1
deleted. Define a tableau T $ with rows T $1 , ..., T $j $ and such that
(T $1 , ..., T $j $) # ST1, ..., Tj ; Tj+1, ..., Tj $ by requiring that in the shuffle, a row Tr
(with 1r j) appear before precisely those rows Ts (with j+1s j $)
where Tr starts to the left of Ts or where the rows start in the same loca-
tion, but the contents of Tr are weakly smaller in lexicographic order than
the contents of Ts .
That T $ is row-standard and compressed follows from the fact that
S was.
To check straightness, observe that a row Tr is moved down past a row
Ts (with r<s) in the preceding shuffle precisely if the pair of rows r, s form
a strictly skew subshape. Thus, to show that T $ remains straight, it suffices
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to check that the tableau (Ts , Tr) is straight. If this tableau were not
straight, it would have a flippable inversion in some column ck and
hence be flippable left of column c. But since S was compressed, the tableau
(Tr , Ts), and hence (Ts , Tr), is not flippable left of any column except
k+1. K
Remark. Given a collection of rows, there is at most one way to order
them to form a compressed, straight tableau: by decreasing order of their
last column, breaking ties by increasing order of their first column, and
breaking any remaining ties by lexicographic order on the rows themselves.
The following result underlies our proof of Theorem 4.3.
Theorem 4.7. Let w be a sorted biword. There exists a unique com-
pressed straight tableau T with wT=w.
We handle existence by presenting an algorithm for building, column by
column, a compressed, straight tableau S such that wS=w. We will then
mimic this algorithm to show that any tableau T{S with wT=w must fail
to be compressed straight.
Filling Algorithm for Compressed Straight Tableau
Write
w=\ 1z1, 1
1
z1, 2
} } }
} } }
1
z1, l1
2
z2, 1
2
z2, 2
} } }
} } }
2
z2, l2
3
z3, 1
} } }
} } } + .
We start by building a one-column tableau, in rows 1, ..., l1 of column 1
that contains precisely the letters z1, 1 , z1, 2 , ..., z1, l1 (preserving multiplicity)
and that weakly increases down its column.
If an n-column tableau, S (n), has already been constructed, we attach the
(n+1)st column to form S (n+1) in two stages:
First: We will call a cell (r, c) in a tableau T available to a letter z when
row r is empty or when (r, c&1) exists, (r, c) is empty, and Tr, c&1<z.
Insert the smallest element of zn+1, 1 , zn+1, 2 , ..., zn+1, ln+1 into the
northmost available cell in the, heretofore empty, (n+1)st column of S (n).
Continue by successively inserting the second, then the third, etc., smallest
remaining elements, counting multiplicity, into the northmost available
cells of column n+1. Call the resulting tableau S$(n+1).
Second: We construct S (n+1) as the unique shuffle of the rows of S$(n+1)
ending in column n+1 together with those ending in columns weakly left
of column n so that the former all precede the latter.
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Example 4.2. Following the preceding algorithm, we build a tableau
from the biword wT=(
1 1 2 2 3 3
4 3 6 2 8 8) of Example 2.1 in the following stages:
S (1)=
3
4
, S$(2)=
3 6
4
2
, S (2)=
3 6
2
4
, S$(3)=S (3)=
3 6 8
2 8
4
.
Lemma 4.8. If S (n) in the preceding constructions was compressed
straight, then so is S (n+1).
Proof. We first check that S (n+1) remains straight. So we verify that if,
for r1<r2 , rows r1 and r2 of tableau S$(n+1) end respectively in columns n
and n+1, then the two-rowed tableau (S$ (n+1)r2 , S$
(n+1)
r1 ) is straight. It is
enough to show that (S$ (n+1)r2 , S$
(n+1)
r1 ) is not flippable left of any column
1cn+2. Since, by the definition of the filling algorithm above,
S$ (n+1)r1, n S$
(n+1)
r2, n+1 these rows are not flippable left of column n+1. If the
cell (r2 , n) is empty, this is enough. If it is not empty, then
S$ (n+1)r1, n S$
(n+1)
r2, n+1>S$
(n+1)
r2, n so there is an inversion in column n. Thus for
S (n) to be straight, the subtableau (S (n)r1 , S
(n)
r2 ) cannot be weakly skew,
nor can it be flippable, and every pair of non-empty cells in the same
column must contain an inversion; this follows from the observation that
the column left of the leftmost inversion must have a non-empty cell in its
top row and an empty cell in its bottom row. Switching the rows does not
affect flippability; hence (S (n)r , S
(n)
r2 ) is straight.
We observe that S (n+1) fails to be compressed only if the algorithm
switches two rows to create a flippable strictly skew subtableau. Following
the same argument as that above eliminates this possibility. K
Proof of Theorem 4.7. By Lemma 4.8 and induction on the largest letter
n in w^ we have that S=S (n) is compressed straight. By construction it
satisfies wS=w. It remains to check that S is the unique such tableau.
In the proof of uniqueness, we may, without loss of generality, assume
the letters in the lower word w to be distinct, since otherwise Proposi-
tion 4.5 allows us to replace any counterexample S, T with dist(S), dist(T ).
Further, we may assume S to be the tableau produced from w by the filling
algorithm.
We prove uniqueness by induction on the largest letter in w^. So suppose
that T is a compressed straight tableau whose rightmost column is column
n+1 and such that wT=w. Delete the rightmost columns of S and T to get
tableaux S" and T". By Lemma 4.6 we can reorder entire rows of S" and
of T" to get two compressed straight tableaux S (n), T (n) with the same
modified column word. By induction this S (n) is indeed the S (n) produced
by the filling algorithm above and S (n)=T (n).
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We can rebuild T by placing the elements of its (n+1)st column into the
(n+1)st column of S (n)=T (n) and then reordering the rows of the result-
ing tableau. It suffices to show that S is the only compressed straight
tableau that can be formed in such a fashion. Without loss of generality
this placement can be done so that the rows consisting of a single entry in
column n+1 form a one-column subtableau that weakly increases down
the column.
Suppose z1<z2<z3< } } } are the letters appearing in the (n+1)st
column of S (equivalently T). In rebuilding T as above, let us add these
letters in increasing order to the (n+1)st column of T (n)=S (n) to form a
tableau T $. We show that if the rows of T $ can be reordered to give a com-
pressed straight tableau then this T $ is the tableau S$=S$(n+1) described in
the filling algorithm above.
Suppose that this buildup does not create the tableau S$. We consider
the first letter z not put in the northmost available position. Suppose that
position was cell (i, n+1) and z is actually put into cell ( j, n+1). There
are two possibilities. Either cell (i, n+1) is filled later with a letter larger
than z or it remains empty. In either case, the pair of rows i, j is flippable
left of column n+1. Since a straight tableau cannot be flippable left of
column c if there is an inversion in some column weakly greater than c,
and since a straight tableau cannot, in its last column, have an empty cell
north of a non-empty cell, any reordering of the rows of T $ to form a com-
pressed, straight tableau must interchange rows i and j.
Since T (n) is compressed straight, row i of T (n) cannot be empty. If row
j of T (n) was empty, then any reordering of T $ which interchanges rows i
and j fails to be compressed.
Suppose both rows i and j of T (n) are non-empty. Now, since T (n) was
compressed straight and rows i, j ended in the same column, row i must
have started weakly left of row j. Likewise, because rows i and j in T $ are
flippable, row j must start weakly left of row i in order that some reorder-
ing of T $ be compressed and straight. So rows i and j both start in a com-
mon column, say c1n. Since T (n) is straight, any reordering of T $ which
interchanges rows i and j must create an inversion in column c1 and hence
the reordered tableau is not straight. K
Proof of Theorem 4.3. It suffices to check that each monomial in
Z[ti, j] appears as the initial term [T] for a unique tableau T, thus making
the purported change of basis matrix unitriangular. Application of Proposi-
tion 3.3 reduces this to the content of Theorem 4.7. K
Remark. The results of this and the subsequent two sections hold
equally for k[ti, j] and for the representations SD(L, k). The results for
general k follow either by identical proofs or from extending the ground
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ring by tensoring with k and applying the unitriangularity observed in the
proof of Theorem 4.3.
5. THE COMPRESSED, STRAIGHT BASIS FOR S[D]
In this section we show that if D is a row-convex tableau, then there
indeed exists a subset of the compressed, straight basis for Z[ti, j] that
forms a basis for S[D] . To do so, we introduce an explicit straightening
algorithm for expanding elements of S[D] into the compressed straight
basis. We rely heavily upon the straightening algorithm of [T--].
Definition 5.1. Let D be a sorted, row-convex shape. Suppose i< j,
rows i and j start in columns c1>c2 , respectively, and row j ends in
column c3c1&1. The sorted, row-convex shape D$=(D"[( j, c2), ...,
( j, c1&1)]) _ [(i, c2), ..., (i, c1&1)] is a direct compression of D obtained
by compressing rows i and j.
A diagram D$ is a compression of a diagram D, written D$Oc D, when
D$ is obtainable from D by a sequence (possibly trivial) of direct
compressions.
Example 5.1. The shape
ggggg
ggggg
g
g
is a compression of
gggg
ggg
g
gggg
obtainable through the direct compression
gggg
ggggg
g
gg
.
Theorem 5.2. A basis for S[D] is given by the polynomials [T] as T
ranges over all compressed straight tableaux T such that shape(T) is a com-
pression of D.
Corollary 5.3. Let D be a collection of row-convex tableaux. A basis
for SD is given by the polynomials [T] as T ranges over all compressed,
straight tableaux whose shapes are compressions of shapes in D.
Proof. If suffices to show that any p # SD can be expanded into the
specified [T]’s. But, by definition, p may be presented, not necessarily
uniquely, as a sum pD1+ } } } + pDk with Di # D and pDi # S
[Di] . By
Theorem 5.2, each pDi expands into the desired basis. K
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Before proving Theorem 5.2, we establish the fact that the basis elements
it describes indeed lie inside S[D] .
Lemma 5.4. If D is a sorted, row-convex tableau and D$ is a compression
of D, then S[D$] S[D] .
Proof. It suffices to prove the result for direct compressions. More
strongly, we can restrict our attention to direct compressions of two-rowed
skew shapes. This result is essentially a special case of the inclusion in the
AkinBuchsbaum [AB85] short-exact sequences or the JamesPeel com-
plex [JP79]. Explicitly, we have that for 1<i j&1<k&1,
_a1 } } } ai } } } } } } akci } } } cj &=:_ (&1)
|_| _ a_i } } } } } } a_ka_1 } } } a_i&1 c i } } } cj & , (1)
where the sum is over all shuffles _ # Si&1; k&i+1 . A quick proof may be
performed using the letterplace superalgebra of [GRS87]. Briefly, each side
of the above equation is the result of applying suitable polarizations to
monomials in the superalgebra. Checking the equality of the two relevant
monomials is then straightforward. K
We prove an additional lemma showing that compressed, straight
tableaux are maximally compressed.
Lemma 5.5. If T is a row-standard, row-convex tableau and S is a com-
pressed, straight tableau such that wS=wT , then shape(S) is a compression
of shape(T ).
Proof. By application of Propositions 3.3 and 3.7, T can be taken to be
straight. If T is compressed, we are done. If not, some pair of rows i< j in
T forms a strictly skew subtableau and is flippable left of some column c0 .
Consider now the shape D$ formed by compressing rows i and j of
shape(T ). Construct a tableau T $ of shape D$ by switching the beginnings
of rows i and j left of column c0 . That is, for all c<c0 , we fill any cell (i, c)
(respectively ( j, c)) of D$ with Tj, c (respectively T i, c ,) and fill any other cell
(r, d ) of D$ with Tr, d . The new tableau T $ is row-standard, its shape D$ is
a direct compression of D, and wT $=wT .
Since at most a finite number of direct compressions can be performed
on D, we may repeat the above process until we arrive at a compressed
straight tableau S$ whose shape is a compression of D. But by Theorem 4.7,
S$=S. K
Proof of Theorem 5.2. By Lemma 5.4 and the independence of the
compressed, straight tableaux, it suffices to show that the specified tableaux
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span S[D] . We provide an algorithm for rewriting p # S[D] in terms of the
compressed straight basis.
Start by expanding p into the straight basis as @ a@[S@], where each S@
has shape D. Let S be the tableau with smallest modified column word
appearing in this expansion and let a{0 be the coefficient of [S] in p. Let
T be the compressed, straight tableau with wT=wS . By Lemma 5.5,
shape(S) is a compression of shape(T ). So, using Eq. (1), we can write [T]
as a Z-linear combination of } b}[T}] with each T} of shape D.
By induction on the initial term of p in the diagonal term order, we can
express @ a@[S @]&a } b}[T}] as a linear combination of polynomials
[T $], where T $ ranges over compressed, straight tableaux whose shapes
are compressions of D. Adding a[T] to this linear combination expresses
p in the desired form. K
6. THE LATTICE GENERATED BY THE ROW-CONVEX
SCHUR MODULES
We will consider the lattice generated under intersection and Z-linear
span by the S[D] . We have already established bases for all elements in the
join-semilattice generated by the S[D] under Z-linear span. We shall show
that this encompasses all of the full lattice and that this lattice is
distributive.
Definition 6.1. Define L(m) to be the lattice generated under the meet
operation, 7 , of intersection and the join operation, 6 , of Z-linear span
by the S[D]([1, ..., m]), as D ranges over all row-convex tableaux.
By definition, the join operation, 6 , in this lattice is accomplished on
generators by S[D] 6 S[D$]=S[D, D$] , and in general, SD 6 SD$=
SD _ D$ .
Following the above program, we describe the meet SD 7 SD$ of two
elements of the join-semilattice generated by the S[D] .
Proposition 6.2. Let D, D$ be two collections of sorted, row-convex
tableaux. A basis for SD & SD$ is given by the polynomials [T] as T ranges
over all compressed, straight tableaux T such that shape(T ) is a compression
of some D # D and of some D$ # D$.
Proof. By Lemma 5.4 it suffices to show that any p # S[D] & S[D$] can
be written as specified. Expand p as @ a @[T@], where each T@ is a com-
pressed, straight tableau and each a@ {0.
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Since p # SD , Corollary 5.3 says that for each T@ in the above expansion,
shape(T@) is a compression of some D # D.
Likewise, since p # SD$ , shape(T@) is a compression of some D$ # D$. K
Corollary 6.3. If D, D$ are two collections of sorted, row-convex
tableaux, then the meet SD 7 SD$ equals SE, where E consists of all shapes
E such that E is a compression of some D # D and of some D$ # D$.
We remark that homogeneity considerations guarantee that the meet of
an infinite number of distinct generators is 0.
Corollary 6.4. The lattice L(m) consists of all SD(1, ..., m), where D
is a finite collection of row-convex shapes.
Corollary 6.5. The lattice L(m) is distributive.
Proof. Corollaries 6.4 and 5.3 tell us that any element X # L(m) is the
span of all elements of the compressed, straight basis that appear in X.
Under this correspondence between lattice elements and sets of com-
pressed, straight basis elements, the join (respectively meet) of X, Y # L(m)
corresponds to the union (respectively intersection) of the corresponding
compressed, straight basis elements. Thus L(m) is isomorphic to a lattice of
sets. K
A description of the subposet of join-irreducibles in L(m) is desirable.
Theorem 6.6. The subposet P(m) of join-irreducibles in L(m) is
isomorphic to the set of proper row-convex shapes with no row containing
more than m cells and ordered by Oc .
Thus, L(m) is isomorphic to the lattice of finite order ideals of P(m) under
union and intersection.
In proving Theorem 6.6 we will single out a particular element of each
join irreducible S[D] .
Definition 6.7. For any shape D, define a tableau, G(D), of shape D
by filling the i th leftmost cell in each row of D with i.
It is easy to verify that G(D) is compressed and straight whenever D is
a proper, row-convex shape.
Lemma 6.8. Let E$, E be sorted, row-convex shapes and suppose E$ is
proper. We have [G(E$)] # S[E] , iff E$ is a compression of E.
Further, if M$ is the initial monomial of [G(E$)], we have that M$ equals
the initial monomial of some p # S[E] iff E$ is a compression of E.
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Proof. By Lemma 5.4, it suffices to prove the ‘‘only if ’’ direction for
both parts of the lemma.
But the assumptions together with Proposition 3.7 guarantee that there
exists a straight tableau T of shape E such that wT=wG(E$) . Since G(E$) is
compressed and straight whenever E$ is proper, we can apply Lemma 5.5
to find that E$ is a compression of E. K
Proof of Theorem 6.6. If SD {S[D] for some D # D, then SD fails to
be join-irreducible. Likewise, S[D]([1, ..., m])=0 if any row of D contains
more than m cells.
So it suffices to show that the if D$ is as described in Theorem 6.6, then
S[D$] is join-irreducible.
By application of Lemma 6.8, if D$, D are distinct proper shapes
[G(D$)] # S[D] implies that S[D$] is a proper subset of S[D] . Thus S[D$]
is join-irreducible.
The last line of the theorem follows by the fundamental theorem on finite
distributive lattices, together with the observation that L(m) decomposes
into an infinite direct sum of finite (multi)homogeneous sublattices. K
Remark. One can also consider the lattice L(m), in which one allows
the join of an infinite number of elements of L(m). The above arguments
show that this too is distributive and isomorphic to the lattice of (possibly
infinite) order ideals of P(m).
Corollary 6.9. Let D, D$ be collections of proper, row-convex shapes
none of which have any rows containing more than m cells. We have
SD$([1, ..., m])SD([1, ..., m]) iff, for all D$ # D$, D$ is a compression of
some D # D.
Proof. This amounts to observing that SD$ SD iff the order ideal in
P(m) generated by D$ is a subset of the order ideal generated by D. K
Lemma 6.8 yields a simple algorithm for determining when one shape is
the compression of another. We will need the ‘‘straight-filling’’ algorithm
from [T--]. Given a sorted, row-convex shape D and a sorted biword w,
this algorithm attempts to create a tableau of shape D with wT=w by the
following procedure:
Find i such that w^ i=1 and w i is minimized. Put w i as far north in
column 1 of D as possible without violating row-standardness. Delete the
ith pair in the biword. Repeat until there are no 1’s left in the upper biword
and then continue with 2’s in the upper biword, etc.
This procedure succeeds iff there exists a straight tableau S of shape D
with wS=w. If it succeeds, it produces S.
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Proposition 6.10. Let D, D$ be sorted, row-convex shapes. Further
assume that D$ is proper.
The shape D$ is a compression of D iff applying the straight-filling algo-
rithm above to wG(D$) and shape D produces a straight tableau.
Proof. By Lemma 6.8, to test whether D$ is a compression of D, it suf-
fices to test whether the initial term of [G(D$)] is the initial term of some
polynomial in S[D] . The remarks preceding this proposition together with
Proposition 3.3 show that this occurs iff the straight-filling algorithm
succeeds in producing a straight tableau. K
7. RINGS GENERATED BY THE LATTICE ELEMENTS
We apply some of the preceding results to the study of rings generated
by products of determinants.
Definition 7.1. Let D be a collection of shapes. Define RD(km) to be
the subalgebra of k[ti, j] generated by SD([1, ..., m], k).
Following a few easy definitions, we can write down a k-basis for
RD(km).
Definition 7.2. Let D, D$ be two proper, row-convex shapes. Define
D b D$ to be the unique proper shape whose rows are the multiset union of
the rows of D with those of D$.
Suppose D consists of proper shapes. Define Z[D] to be the semigroup
generated by the elements of D under b .
Define D be the closure of D under the operations of compression
and b .
The definition of Z[D] can be extended if some shapes in D are not
proper by considering a non-proper shape as identical to the proper shape
formed by permuting its rows.
The following is immediate.
Proposition 7.3. Let D be a collection of row-convex shapes. A k-basis
for RD(km) is given by the polynomials [T] for all compressed, straight
tableaux on [1, ..., m] whose shapes are chosen from D .
We recall the notion of a sagbi basis from [KaMa89, RoSw90].
Definition 7.4. Let R1 be a polynomial algebra over a commutative
ring k. Let R be a subalgebra of R1 . A subset [ p1 , ..., pk] of R is a sagbi
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basis for R with respect to a term order O on R1 when the k-algebra
generated by the initial terms [LTO ( p1), ..., LTO ( pk)] equals the k-algebra
generated by [LTO ( p) | p # R].
Proposition 7.5. If D is a finite collection of row-convex shapes, then
the set [[T] | T is straight of shape D # D] forms a sagbi basis for RD.
A fortiori [[T] | T row-standard of shape D # D] is a sagbi basis for RD.
Proof. Suppose p # R[D1, D2, ..., Dh]. We can assume p is presented as a
linear combination of tableaux having shapes in Z[[D1 , D2 , ..., Dh]].
Expanding p into the compressed straight basis gives a Z-linear com-
bination @ a@[T@], where shape(T@) is a compression D$ of some
Dj@, 1 b } } } b Dj@, k@ . Assume all a@ {0. Choose the unique @0 such that wT@ 0 is
minimized. Thus, by Proposition 3.3, the initial term of p is the initial term
of a@0[T@0]. By Corollary 6.9, [T@0] # S
[Dj @, 1 b } } } b Dj @, k] so by Proposition 3.7
the initial term of [T@0] is the initial term of [S] for some straight tableau
S of shape Dj@, 1 b } } } b Dj@, k@ . Breaking S up into S1 b } } } b Sk , where each Si
has shape Dj@, i we find that the initial term of p is the initial term of
a@0[S1] } } } [Sk], thus verifying the sagbi property. K
The special case where D=[D] and D=gg } } } g has d cells was estab-
lished by Sturmfels in [Stu93]. Some generalizations to multihomogeneous
rings were presented in [T97a, SoStu--].
For the remainder of this section we take k to be a field. We will apply
the preceding result to studying the CohenMacaulay property for the
rings RD. A cursory acquaintance with the relevant material in [Ei95,
Ho72] is assumed.
We will have need of a semigroup structure on the set of biwords defined
by extending the bijection of Proposition 3.3 to an isomorphism of semi-
groups. Explicitly, one defines a multiplication b on sorted biwords such
that w b w$=sort(ww$), where ww$ simply concatenates the upper (respec-
tively lower) words of w and w$ together.
Suppose we have a Noetherian k-algebra, R0 I, where R0 is a polyno-
mial ring over a field k and R0 I is isomorphic to a subring R of some
other polynomial ring R1 . Given a sagbi basis for R, then techniques intro-
duced by Sturmfels in [Stu96] produce a (not necessarily normal) toric
ideal J as an initial ideal of I with respect to a suitable weight order on the
monomials of R0 . The ring R0 J is the k-algebra generated by all initial
monomials of polynomials in R. Applying this to Proposition 7.5 yields the
following result.
Corollary 7.6. Let D be a finite collection of row-convex shapes. Let
R0 be the polynomial ring generated by variables T as T ranges over all
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(straight) tableaux on [1, ..., n] whose shapes are in D. Considering T to
represent the generator [T] of RD(kn), let I/R0 be the ideal of relations
among these generators.
There exists an initial ideal J of I such that R1 J is isomorphic to the semi-
group ring k[wT | T is compressed straight, with shape(T ) # D ].
Recall that given a semigroup M, the semigroup ring k[M] has, as a
k-basis, all elements of M together with the unit. Multiplication extends the
semigroup multiplication.
The deformation implicit in Corollary 7.6 and the semigroup ring
generated by the wT ’s generalizes Rippel’s ‘‘column algebra’’ [Ri94].
Because the perfection of an initial ideal implies the perfection of the
original, and because Hochster’s results [Ho72] tell us that k[M] is
CohenMacaulay when M is normal we have the following.
Proposition 7.7. Let k be a field and D a finite set of row-convex
shapes. Let MD be the semigroup generated by all biwords wT such that T
is compressed and straight and shape(T ) # D . If MD is normal then RD(kn)
is CohenMacaulay.
Our next step is to specialize the preceding to something more easily
applicable.
We first recall a simple definition and result from [Ho72].
Proposition 7.8. When M$ is a free semigroup and M/M$ is a sub-
semigroup, define M to be saturated (in M$) when xk # M for x # M$ implies
x # M.
If M is saturated then M is normal.
Both the semigroup MD and the semigroup Z[D] are naturally em-
bedded in free semigroups. Respectively, these are the semigroup of all
biwords and the semigroup Z[E] where E is all one-rowed, row-convex
shapes.
Theorem 7.9. Let k be a field and let D be a finite collection of row-
convex shapes. If the semigroup Z[D ] is saturated then RD(kn) is Cohen
Macaulay.
Proof. By Proposition 7.7, it suffices to show that if Z[D ] is saturated,
then so is MD . Suppose w is a biword and wk # MD . Apply the filling algo-
rithm described after Theorem 4.7 to produce a compressed, straight
tableau T with wT=wk. Observing that in carrying out the algorithm,
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every step is repeated k times, we find that each row in T appears a multi-
ple of k times.
Thus we can break T into k tableaux S1 , ..., Sk , where the i th line of Sl
is the (k(i&1)+l) th line of T ; we find S1=S2= } } } =Sk . Since wkS1=wT ,
we have w=wS1 .
Because, by assumption, Z[D ] is saturated, we find that shape(S1) # D .
Thus w=wS1 # MD . K
We provide two simple applications of the preceding result.
Example 7.1. When
D=[ ggg ,
gg
g ],
the ring RD is CohenMacaulay:
Let D be the closure of D under compression and b . We claim that the
shapes
D0=ggg , D1= ggg , D2=
ggg
g
g
g
, D3= ggg
generate D under b . That these shapes lie in D can be seen from the fact
that D0 is a compression of, say, D1 and that D2 is a compression of
D1 b D3 . Checking that these generate all of D amounts to checking that
any compression of D i b Dj arises as a product of the above generators. We
check easily that compressing D1 , D2 , or D3 yields no new shapes, again
identifying non-proper shapes with the corresponding proper ones. Since a
non-trivial compression involves a pair of rows in which neither row con-
tains the other, the only possibility for producing a new shape by compres-
sion involves compressing D1 b D3 ; this is how the shape D2 arises.
Any shape D in D can be written uniquely as a product of the generators
since the number of copies of D2 is recorded by the number of rows with
a single cell in column 2. If there are no copies of D2 , the number of copies
of Di (i=1, 3) is the number of rows with a single cell in column i.
So if D=k b E for some shape E, it follows that E # D .
In our next example, we extend our notation for shapes by marking
empty columns with underscores.
Example 7.2. When D=[gg , gg , gg , ggg , ggg], the ring
RD is CohenMacaulay:
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A direct check shows that semigroup D is generated under b by the
above shapes together with
gggg , ggggg ,
gggg
g , 
ggg
g ,
gggg ,
gggg
g
g
.
We check saturation by showing how to factor any shape in E k=D # D
into kth powers of the preceding elements.
First, factor out the highest possible power, a, of
gggg
g
g
.
Since a is the minimum of the number of rows of shape gggg ,
gggg
g
g
,
the number of rows of shape g and the number of rows of shape g
and because D is a k th power, a must be a multiple of k. Further, factoring
out these a copies keeps the quotient shape, D1 , a k th power. Checking
that D1 is still an element of D amounts to checking that factoring a g
or a g out of the shapes
gggg
g ,
gggg
g ,
gggg , 
ggg
g
results in a shape still in D .
Likewise, we factor out as many copies of
gggg
g , then of
gggg
g , then of
gggg , and finally of 
ggg
g
as possible; each step preserves the property that the quotient shape is a
kth power and is in D . Everything left comes from single row factors which
necessarily appear some multiple of k times each.
8. GENERALIZATIONS
It is possible to extend the main results of this paper to the algebra of
quantized matrix functions, to the letterplace superalgebra, and to algebras
of ‘‘doubly flagged’’ polynomials. Definitions generalizing the representa-
tions SD in the first two cases can be found in [T97a], where a different
basis result was presented. We treat the doubly flagged version below. See
[Sta76] for the case where D consists of a single skew shape.
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Definition 8.1. Let g

= g1 g2 } } } and f

= f1 f2 } } } be two
sequences in Z+ such that gi fi for all i. Define the algebra of doubly
flagged polynomials to be Z[ti, j]g

, f

=Z[t i, j | gji fj]. This algebra is
naturally isomorphic to Z[ti, j]Ig

, f

, where Ig

, f

=(t i, j | g j>i or i> f j).
If T is a tableau, define [T]g

, f

to be the image of [T] modulo Ig

, f

.
A tableau T of shape D is doubly flagged when gjTi, j f j for all cells
(i, j) in D.
Define the doubly flagged Schur module SDg

, f

to be the image of SD
modulo Ig

, f

.
We remark that if g

=(0, 0, ...) then SDg

, f

([1, ..., m]) inherits a U(m)
action, where U(m) is the group of invertible lower triangular matrices in
GL(m).
Proposition 8.2. The doubly flagged, compressed, straight tableaux
filled with elements from [1, ..., m] and occupying columns within the range
[1, ..., n] index a basis for Z[ti, j | 1im, 1 jn]g

, f

. The basis element
associated to T is [T]g

, f

.
Proof. Since, when T is doubly flagged, the initial term of [T] modulo
Ig

, f

is nonzero and equals the initial term of [T]g

, f

, we still have inde-
pendence. By applying Theorem 4.3 and taking images modulo Ig

, f

we can
expand any p # Z[ti, j]g

, f

into a linear combination of [T]g

, f

, where the
tableaux T are compressed and straight but possibly not doubly flagged.
Observing that [T $]g

, f

=0 for any row-standard tableau T $ that fails to be
doubly flagged completes the proof. K
Proposition 8.3. The doubly flagged, compressed, straight tableaux
whose shapes are compressions of shapes in D index a basis for SDg

, f

.
Proof. Proposition 8.2 gives independence. Corollary 5.3 together with
projection modulo Ig

, f

proves spanning. K
The preceding proposition identifies any SDg

, f

with the set of all elements
of the doubly flagged, compressed, straight basis for Z[t i, j]g

, f

appearing in
SDg

, f

. Observing that the intersection (respectively span) of two such
modules corresponds to the intersection (respectively union) of the
associated sets of basis elements establishes the following.
Corollary 8.4. The lattice, under intersection and linear span, of
all modules SDg

, f

, where D is a collection of row-convex tableaux, is
distributive. K
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